
  

The Story in History:

Tips for Crafting Your Historical Fiction Novel



  

Disclaimers:

1) A.L. Sowards is not omniscient.

2) Many choices in writing involve appeasing 
one group of readers at the expense of 
ticking off another group of readers.

3) For almost every rule in writing, there is a 
good reason to break that rule.



  

Why Historical Fiction Is Great:
Maintains its popularity over time



  

Why Historical Fiction Is Great:
You can find really cool villains.



  

Why Historical Fiction Is Great:
Tomorrow’s Newspaper Won’t Make Your Book 

Irrelevant and Outdated.



  

Why Historical Fiction Is Great:
It Doesn’t Date as Fast as Contemporary Fiction.

Twinkies were 
Clarissa’s favorite 
snack. She ate them 
while updating her 
myspace page, while 
watching the latest 
Netflix movie to arrive in 
the mail, and while 
waiting at the gate for 
her mother’s plane to 
arrive.

Things change. 
With historical 
fiction, you just 
have to find out 
how they were, 
rather than 
guessing how 
they’ll be when 
your book hits 
bookstores.



  

Why Historical Fiction Is Great:
You’ll Have Built-in Fans Because of Your Time Period.

Picking the right time period 
or event also helps you sell 
your project to an agent or 
editor.



  

Why Historical Fiction Is Great:
It’s easy to mix genres.

Coming-of-age 
/War

Quest/
Paranormal Adventure

Coming-of-age RomanceInspirational



  

Characters:
Follow Basic Storytelling Principles

Know your characters in and out:

Strengths? Weaknesses? Goals? Fears? 
Talents? Physical Attributes? Back story?

Prized possession? Dialog quirks?
How will they change throughout the book?

What is their role in your story?
What society are they a part of and how has that 

shaped them?

(I’ll post my character development sheet on my blog next week, 
so you don’t have to write this all down.)



  

 Using Real Characters

Pros:
● You’ll have instant 

fans because of who 
you’re writing about

● Some of the plot is 
already written for 
you

Cons:
● You might upset 

ardent admirers of the 
real person

● You might upset 
descendants of the 
real person

● Your story is tied-
down to events



  

Using Fictional Characters

Pros:
● More flexibility
● You won’t upset  

descendents or 
ardent admirers of a 
real person

● Readers can’t google 
the character to see 
what happens

Cons:
● It may seem more 

fictitious
● You lose the built-in 

fans
● You have to make it 

all up



  

Characters

● So do you use real people, fictional people, or 
both?

● A few things to remember:
– Realistic characters have weaknesses and 

strengths.

– Many authors focus on a fictional character and 
use historical figures as secondary characters. 

– Some authors will “loosely base” fictional 
characters on a historical person or a 
combination of historical people.



  

Dialog

● Balance dialog realistic for the time period with 
words that sound natural to readers.

● Avoid modern slang (sweet, no way, excellent, 
totally, oh my heck).

● Use period speech and period slang in a way 
that helps readers understand its meaning from 
context.

● Remember that people are usually less formal 
in dialog than they are in letters or diaries.



  

Dialog: Too Historic

And the King was much moved, and went up to the chamber over 
the gate, and wept . . . And it was told Joab, Behold, the king 
weepeth and mourneth for Absalom. And the victory that day was 
turned into mourning unto all the people: for the people heard say 
that day how the king grieved for his son. . . . And Joab came into 
the house to the king, and said, Thou hast shamed the faces of all 
they servants, which this day have saved thy life, and the lives of 
thy sons and of thy daughters . . . In that thou lovest thine 
enemies, and hatest thy friends. For thou hast declared this day, 
that thou regardest neither princes nor servants; for this day I 
perceive, that if Absalom had lived, and all we had died this day, 
then it had pleased thee well. Now therefore arise, go forth, and 
speak comfortably unto thy servants: for I swear by the Lord, if 
thou go not forth, there will not tarry one with thee this night.



  

Dialog Fixes

And the King was much moved, and went up to the chamber over the 
gate, and wept . . . 

And it was told Joab, “Behold, the king weepeth and mourneth for 
Absalom.” 

And the victory that day was turned into mourning unto all the people: for 
the people heard say that day how the king grieved for his son. . . . 

And Joab came into the house to the king, and said, “Thou hast shamed 
the faces of all they servants, which this day have saved thy life, and the 
lives of thy sons and of thy daughters . . . In that thou lovest thine 
enemies, and hatest thy friends. For thou hast declared this day, that 
thou regardest neither princes nor servants; for this day I perceive, that if 
Absalom had lived, and all we had died this day, then it had pleased thee 
well. Now therefore arise, go forth, and speak comfortably unto thy 
servants: for I swear by the Lord, if thou go not forth, there will not tarry 
one with thee this night.”



  

Dialog: Too Modern

One of the messengers found Joab and pulled him aside. “King David’s 
throwing a hissy-fit about Absalom's death.” 

Joab looked around. Word was getting out, and victory dances were 
turning into pity parties. 

Joab stormed into the king’s house. “Look, dude, this is a victory, so start 
acting like it. Absalom was bad news, so if you don’t start remembering 
whose side you’re on, I’m outta here, and I’m taking the army with me.”



  

Dialog: More Balanced

King David heard of his son’s death in battle and cried, in the 
chamber over the gate where everyone could see his sorrow.

A messenger came to Joab. “The king is mourning Absalom.” 

Joab looked around, and saw that as news of the king’s grief 
spread, the people stopped celebrating their victory and instead 
lamented with the king. 

Joab rode to the king’s house and said, “We’ve been in hard battle 
for you, and we’ve saved your life, and your kingdom, and all your 
loyal sons and daughters, and this is how you repay us? By 
weeping over a traitor? He was trying to depose you! Either you go 
before the people, and give a victory speech, and act as though 
you’re happy we won, or I’m leaving, and I’m taking the army with 
me, and you won’t have a kingdom anymore.”



  

Dialog: 
Balancing Historical and Readable

● There are plenty of exceptions:

● If you’re going for a very historical voice or a 
very modern voice, make sure you are 
consistent.



  

Dialog

● I recommend not altering famous (or slightly-
famous) quotes just because they include 
swear words.

– “Damn the torpedoes, full speed ahead!” 
(Admiral Farragut)

– “Retreat, hell. Send me my other battalion!” 
(Colonel Tucker)

– Don’t make up new meanings for S.N.A.F.U. or 
F.U.B.A.R.

● If your audience is sensitive to profanity, just 
leave it out entirely



  

Mixing History into Your Plot

● Determine how much you’ll use history in your plot. 
Will a certain time just provide the setting, or will you 
use historical events as plot points in your story?

● Use principles of good storytelling: rising action, 
climax, falling action, character arcs, etc (things you’d 
expect to see in any novel’s plot, regardless of genre)

● If you are using historical events, pin down those 
dates/plot points (in an outline or in your head), then 
fill in the rest of your plot.

● Hint: If using multiple subplots, you could have one 
hinge on history, and one be less date-specific.



  

Adding in Historical Details

● In some ways, you are world-building. Food, clothing, 
architecture, means of communication, political 
systems, religious beliefs are often different than they 
are now.

● Provide enough information to ground your reader. 
When are they? Where are they? 

● Give details in small doses. 

● Add details as they become important to the story.

● Make sure you are accurate! (More on that later.)



  

Adding in Historical Details

● Consider genre expectations:
– Regency readers will expect details about 

clothing

● Consider your character:
– Women in most time periods will be more likely 

to notice how food is prepared

● Add details as they become relevant:
– Discuss food while they eat, weapons while they 

train or fight, the scary guards as they pass 
them in the street, their religious beliefs as 
they hear the church bells



  

Adding in Historical Details

● Can what your character describes tell the reader more 
about your character?

– The governess sees a hazard for the hyper child 
she cares for.

– The teenage boy longing to goes to war sees a 
finely-made weapon.

– The fallen hero’s child or widow sees something 
that reminds them of their back story



  

Adding in Historical Details

Important questions to ask:
● Is this detail relevant to the plot?
● Does this detail offer important knowledge of 

the time period and add to the setting?
● Does this detail tell us something about the 

character who observes it?
● Do readers expect this information because of 

your sub-genre?

If the answer is “no” to all these questions, take it 
out. Ideally, the answer will be “yes” to several.



  

Hans and Franz 

(From the Southtowne Volkswagon Radio Commercials)

Take a Trip 
to Falaise



  

Hans and Franz take a trip to Falaise, Example 1

“Hans, Jabo at 3 o’clock.”

Hans dove for the ditch beside the road. He hated Jabos almost as 
much as he hated Franz, who was a fanatical member of the 
Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiterpartei, and an idiot, but at 
least he had good ears and good eyesight. 

The two of them had been together since their encounter with the 
505th PIR near SME.



  

Hans and Franz take a trip to Falaise, Example 2

“Hans, Jabo at 3 o’clock.”

Hans dove for the ditch beside the road. He hated Jabos. That was 
what they called the American fighter-bombers like the Republic P-
47 Thunderbolt. Ever since the P-51 Mustang had made its 
appearance in Europe, the P-47 had stopped escorting heavy 
bombers like the B-17s and B-24s for the US 8th Airforce and had 
instead focused on attacking German troops and supplies. The 
Jabos made it nearly impossible for the German Seventh Army to 
move during daylight and severely restricted their access to 
supplies. 

Just yesterday, a Jabo had killed their commander, Feldwebel 
Heinrich Gustav Manheim III, and most of their squadron, leaving 
Franz in charge. Franz was a fanatical Nazi, and an idiot, but at 
least he had good ears and good eyesight—perfect eyesight, 
according to Franz himself. 



  

Hans and Franz take a trip to Falaise, Example 2

The two of them had been together since that spring, when they’d 
been stationed in Normandy with the rest of the Seventh Army. 
They’d thought Normandy was safe—all the action was supposed 
to take place in Nord Pas de Calais, Fifteenth Army territory. That 
had changed when American paratroopers from the 505th 
Parachute Infantry Regiment of the 82nd Airborne Division dropped 
into Sainte-Mere-Eglise.

They’d both found time to shave over the last twenty-four hours, 
but Hans could see stubble growing on Franz’s cheek. Their heads 
were covered with standard steel helmets. They wore field blouses 
with six buttons, because the fabric used for German uniforms in 
recent years was of lower quality, so an extra button had been 
added. Their trousers were tapered to better fit into their ankle 
boots. Helmet, tunic, and trousers were all field gray, and dirty, 
since they hadn’t had time to wash them in weeks. 



  

Hans and Franz take a trip to Falaise, Example 3

“Hans, Jabo at 3 o’clock.”

Hans dove for the ditch beside the road. He hated Jabos. The 
American fighter-bombers made it impossible for the German 
Seventh Army to move during daylight and restricted their access 
to supplies. Just yesterday, a Jabo had killed their commander and 
most of their squadron, leaving Franz in charge. Franz was a 
fanatical Nazi, and an idiot, but at least he had good ears and good 
eyesight.

As the plane flew toward them, firing away with its eight machine 
guns, Hans cursed the clear weather and cursed Franz for keeping 
them out on patrol past sunrise. What they really needed was a 
good storm, something that would ground the Allied airplanes for a 
few days. Bullets from the Jabo dug into the dirt all around him, but 
as the plane passed overhead, Hans sighed with relief. He was still 
alive. So was Franz, frozen with fear at the bottom of the ditch.



  

Hans and Franz take a trip to Falaise, Example 3

The plane turned, coming back for another pass. The new direction 
of attack meant the two of them would soon be dead if they stayed 
where they were. Franz was mute.

“Run!” Hans yelled as he climbed from the gully and sprinted for a 
nearby barn. He could hear the clomp of Franz’s boots and the 
roar of the airplane engine, but Hans didn’t look back. The 
Browning machine guns opened up, and Hans dove into the barn, 
landing on a pile of hay.

Hans took a few deep breaths as the plane’s sound faded. He 
looked up and saw a pretty French woman, about his age, staring 
at him. He’d interrupted her in the middle of milking a cow.

French civilians were getting progressively less-friendly as the 
battle turned against the German Army, but the woman grinned at 
them. When Franz let out a disgusted sigh, Hans turned and saw 
the reason for her smile. Franz had landed in a pile of manure.



  

History, Plot, and Details:
Things to Avoid or Use with Caution

● Don’t give credit to fictional characters for 
specific actions a real person did.

– OK: character helps storm Pointe du Hoc with 
the Rangers on D-day, June 6, 1944

– Not OK: character places briefcase with 
explosives under a table in a bunker near 
Rastenburg, almost killing Adolf Hitler on July 
20, 1944  

● Don’t manipulate dates “just to make it fit.”
● Don’t go overboard on details.



  

History, Plot, and Details:
A Few Other Notes

● Don’t expect readers to be completely ignorant 
of the time period.

● Don’t expect readers to be as familiar with the 
time period as you are.



  

Research and Sources

The more information available, the more you need to 
know your stuff.

● Some time periods are more well-known than others. 
Readers will know if you haven’t done your homework.

– Ex: Civil War, Old Testament Times, WWII, Pioneer 
days

● If your source itself if popular, be aware that readers 
may have read it too.

– Try to avoid using the source in a way that will 
make readers say “already read that,” or “hey, 
that’s not how it happened.”



  

Research and Sources

Rule of three
● Yes, you can still find some incorrect facts in 

three separate places, but if you see it three 
times, it’s more likely to be correct, and readers 
will probably forgive you.

● Watch out on the internet for identical articles 
on different websites—they only count as one 
source.

● The more important an item is to your story, the 
more important it is to have multiple sources.



  

Research and Sources
What type of source do you have?

Primary Sources: letters, diaries, 
birth certificates, eye witness 
accounts

● Often more personal

● Often include details of 
everyday life

● May contain bias

● Might not tell the whole story

Secondary and Tertiary 
Sources: reports, articles, 
history books

● Good at showing the big 
picture

● Often include information 
from multiple sources

● Save you the trouble of 
searching massive archives

● Good ones will provide key 
quotes from primary sources.

● Sometimes written by trained 
historians



  

Research and Sources

Pay attention to when your source was published 
or created.
● Have there been any important 

declassifications, archeological finds, or 
changes to the world’s geopolitcal structure 
since the source was released?



  

Research and Sources

Pay attention to who created your source.
● Did they have an agenda?
● Did they have any personal bias?
● Were they influenced by any society-wide bias?
● Was it published by a university press, mass-

market press, or a small press? Independently 
published?

● Is it peer-reviewed?
● Where did they get their information?



  

Research and Sources

Outside the box ideas for sources:
● Online groups
● Magazines
● Experts
● Reenactors
● Museums and national parks
● Youtube
● Other on-line videos (PBS, History Channel)



  

Research and Sources

● You don’t have to know everything about a given time 
period, but you do need to verify everything that ends 
up in your book.

● Be honest with your readers. If you condensed or 
manipulated historical events to make your novel 
better, explain it. The majority of readers will forgive 
you.

● You aren’t writing a research paper, but you should be 
able to find where you got something, if someone 
asks.

● Take notes or highlight as you research—don’t 
assume you’ll remember everything.



  

Research and Sources:
Some Things Are Still Mysteries

Did Magda Goebbels kill her 
children, or was it the dentist?

What happened to the lost 
colony of Roanoke?



  

Organization Tips

To-do lists 

● Write things you need to fix (go back and make this 
scene more exciting, give more back story on 
character X).

● Write things you need to research.

● Why? So you don’t have to stop every five minutes 
when you’re writing to check something.

● Do yourself a favor and don’t delete items on your list. 
Place a check by them instead so you remember what 
you’ve checked.



  

Organization Tips

Calendars or Time-Lines 

● Include real and fictional events.

● Especially useful if you have multiple sub-plots taking 
place in different locations.

● Hint: color-code real/fictitious events and different sub-
plots.



  

Organization Tips



  

Organization Tips

Outlines
● Optional, but outlines will save you time in the 

long run.
● A good reminder of where you want the story to 

go.
● Tip: even if you like to plot as you go, at least 

plan out the basics for the next scene before 
you sit down to type.



  

Organization Tips

Character bibles
● You’ll want all the information easy to find. If 

you have complicated or foreign names, you 
may also want it readily available for copying 
and pasting.

● You can do some before you begin writing, 
more as you go along.

● Things to include: role, age, nationality, back 
story, strengths, weaknesses, goals, fears, 
physical attributes.



  

Recommended Reading 
for Fiction Writers

But remember, 
if you have a 
good reason to 
break a writing 
rule, go for it!



  

http://ALSowards.com
Twitter: @ALSowards     Facebook.com/ALSowards     Goodreads.com
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